STREAMS OF JUSTICE
KAIROS ATLANTIC GATHERING
Mount Allison University • Sackville, New Brunswick
Unceded and ancestral territory of the Mi'kmaq

2019
MAY 2-5

INDIGENOUS RIGHTS
MIGRANT JUSTICE
WOMEN OF COURAGE
ECOLOGICAL JUSTICE
KAIROS BLANKET EXERCISE

Creating a climate for peace & social action.
Equipping new and renewed advocates.
Learning & working together for change.

Admission
Please register by April 15.
$265 | Early Bird & Group
Early Bird by March 4,
Double Occupancy Room
& Teams of 3+

$295 | Regular
Including meals & accommodations

$130 | No Accommodation

Everyone welcome
Young adults, students,
Indigenous people,
newcomers, people with
disabilities, unwaged, &
those from every part of the
Atlantic are encouraged to
attend.

Partial subsidies available
Contact Shannon at
sneufeldt@kairosCanada.org.

KAIROS CANADA.ORG/ATLANTICGATHERING